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Toshishige Yamada,b Alan M. Cassell, and Jun Li
NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California 94035
Received 10 April 2007; accepted 31 July 2007; published 30 August 2007
The authors present scanning transmission electron microscopy STEM of carbon nanofibers
CNFs on a bulk substrate using conventional scanning electron microscopy SEM without
specimen thinning. By utilizing the electron beam tilted 85° from the substrate normal,
bright-field STEM contrast is obtained for the CNFs on substrate with conventional SEM. Analysis
of the observed contrast using Monte Carlo simulation shows that the weakly scattered electrons
transmitted from the CNF are selectively enhanced by the largely tilted substrate and result in the
observed STEM contrast. This mechanism provides a useful STEM imaging technique to investigate
the internal structure of materials on bulk substrates without destructive specimen thinning. © 2007
American Vacuum Society. DOI: 10.1116/1.2775457
I. INTRODUCTION
Progress in nanoscale science has been accompanied by
advances in precise imaging techniques. High-resolution im-
aging methods such as scanning electron microscopy SEM,
transmission electron microscopy TEM, and scanning
transmission electron microscopy STEM have provided di-
rect evidence of nanoscale phenomena using recently devel-
oped in situ imaging techniques.1–5 While SEM is applicable
to a wide range of sample geometry and mainly provides
surface information, internal structural analysis with high
spatial resolution using TEM and STEM requires an electron
transparent sample with a thickness of less than several hun-
dred nanometers.6 Some of the nanoscale devices, however,
are fabricated on a thick substrate 100 m which does
not allow the electron beam to penetrate the device. One
such structure is carbon nanotube CNT field-effect
transistors7,8 fabricated on a semiconductor substrate with
patterned electrodes, which makes it difficult to investigate
the internal structure of CNTs without thinning the sample.
To overcome this difficulty, several TEM or STEM com-
patible device structures have been proposed, including the
CNT device structure fabricated on a silicon nitride
membrane2,9–11 and the device structure fabricated on the
thick Si substrate with an etched groove underneath the
CNTs.12 Although these techniques are quite useful to study
the intrinsic property of nanotubes, recent studies13–15 indi-
cate that heat dissipation via the substrate plays an important
role in their electrical characteristics. Thus, it is essential to
take into account the heat dissipated from the current-
carrying device into the underlying thick substrate. Although
cleaving and etching techniques of the Si substrate after elec-
trical measurements have been proposed for detailed TEM
imaging,16 they are not suitable for simultaneous imaging
and electrical measurement or for reliability study of struc-
tural changes before, after, and during high-current stress.
From a large-scale integration perspective, the large sample
capability 10 mm, which is realized in conventional
SEM, is an important consideration.
In Fig. 1, several geometries of STEM imaging are
shown. In conventional TEM or dedicated STEM imaging17
Fig. 1a, samples are supported on an electron transparent
support film and transmitted electrons are captured by the
detector placed below after passing the postspecimen optics
to select the signals and contrast modes i.e., bright-field,
dark-field, or diffraction signal. A simple realization18,19 of
STEM imaging in conventional SEM is illustrated in Fig.
1b. By placing an electron detector directly below the
sample in the specimen chamber, the transmission signal can
be obtained. A simplified configuration20 Fig. 1c for
STEM imaging is realized by introducing a highly reflective
metal block below the sample instead of an additional detec-
tor below the sample. It converts transmitted electrons to
secondary electrons SEs to be captured by the side-
mounted Everhart-Thornley ET detector of SEM. This con-
figuration provides an inexpensive solution for STEM imag-
ing using conventional SEM since this does not require any
additional electronics. Although these STEM signal detection
techniques with conventional SEM relax the instrumental re-
quirement, they do not ease sample preparation and still re-
quire sample thinning and the electron transparent support
film below the sample.
In this article, we demonstrate a STEM imaging technique
using conventional SEM without sample thinning. We extend
the technique shown in Fig. 1c to samples on a substrate, as
shown in Fig. 1d. Here, the substrate serves as a highly
reflective material to convert incident electrons to SEs. By
using a grazing incident electron beam tilted 85° from the
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substrate normal, we observe bright-field STEM contrast
with a through-the-lens TTL detector placed above the
sample and objective lens. The contrast mechanism is ana-
lyzed using Monte Carlo simulation, showing that the highly
tilted substrate is primarily responsible for bright-field
STEM contrast since the substrate effectively converts only
weakly scattered electrons by the carbon nanofiber CNF
into SEs. It is also shown that the strong SE signal enhance-
ment using the tilted substrate overwhelms the SE signal
from the CNF, both of which cannot be separated even by
using additional optics because both signals come from close
proximity unlike the method shown in Fig. 1c, resulting in
clear bright-field STEM contrast. While similar imaging
techniques using weakly deflected forward scattered elec-
trons low-loss electrons from the largely tilted specimen
have been proposed,21,22 these are high-resolution surface
imaging techniques resulting from the smaller spatial spread
of low-loss electrons inside the specimen,23 and are not rel-
evant to transmission imaging, as presented in this work.
II. EXPERIMENT
The specimen used here is a CNF Refs. 24–26 grown by
plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition27,28 with a Ni
catalyst layer on Si substrate. A 30-nm-thick Ti adhesion
layer was used between 35-nm-thick Ni layer and Si. A gas
mixture of NH3:C2H24:1 was introduced for the reaction
and kept at 4 Torr. Details of the reaction conditions are
described elsewhere.29 As-grown CNFs are carefully re-
moved from the growth substrate and prepared on another
polished flat Si substrate 500 m thick for nanofiber de-
vices. The typical diameter and length of CNFs are 200 nm
and 10 m, respectively.
The SEM used for this study is a Hitachi S-4800 field-
emission SEM with an accelerating voltage of 30 kV and a
probe diameter of 1 nm. Signal detectors are placed above
the objective lens for efficient SE collection TTL detector
and at the side of the specimen chamber ET detector. The
efficient SE collection system30 using the TTL detector and a
snorkel-type objective lens coupled with a signal selection
filter and extraction electric field near the specimen enables
one to collect the SEs irrespective of the SE emitting direc-
tion and their energy spread. The images presented below are
captured with the TTL detector; thus the image contrast is
formed mainly by SEs emitted from the specimen with ki-
netic energies below 50 eV. A 30 keV electron beam is used,
the probe current is 40 pA, and the working distance is typi-
cally 8 mm.
III. RESULTS
The SEM image of a CNF resting on the Si substrate is
shown in Fig. 2a. The 30 keV electron beam is irradiated
perpendicularly to the substrate. The contrast of the CNF is
mainly formed by SEs from the CNF surface, and thus the
topological contrast of the surface of the CNF with enhanced
edge brightness is obtained, as reported previously.31 A Ni
catalyst particle is seen at the left end, providing a bright
contrast due to enhanced SE emission by a larger back-
scattering coefficient of Ni than carbon.32 The internal den-
sity profile of another CNF is also shown in Fig. 2b, ob-
tained by using an electron transparent support film and
additional STEM detector below the sample, as illustrated in
Fig. 1b. Since the detector captures the transmitted elec-
trons including the on-axis unscattered signal, it provides
bright-field STEM contrast. The internal structure exhibits
the cup-shaped morphology of graphite layers. This is con-
sistent with previously studied high-resolution STEM
FIG. 1. Several STEM imaging techniques. a Dedicated STEM with
postspecimen optics. It contains two or three detectors, which can be se-
lected in conjunction with operation of the optics. b A simple realization of
STEM imaging in a conventional SEM. A STEM detector is placed directly
below the sample. c A more simplified method for STEM. A high SE
emission material is placed below the sample and the produced SEs are
captured by an ET detector. d Proposed technique for STEM imaging of
the sample on a thick substrate.
FIG. 2. a SEM image of a CNF on Si substrate. The incident beam is
perpendicular to the substrate. A bright portion at the left end of the CNF
indicates a Ni catalyst particle. b Bright-field STEM image of a CNF
captured using the method shown in Fig. 1b.
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imaging,33 providing a reference structure for the present
STEM imaging technique on a thick substrate, as described
below.
The tilt angle dependence of the SEM images of a CNF
on Si substrate is illustrated in Figs. 3a–3g. The tilt angle
 is defined as the angle of the beam measured from the
substrate normal, as shown in Fig. 3h, and the plane of the
beam tilt is perpendicular to the CNF axis. At moderate tilt
angles of 70° Figs. 3a–3d, the surface morphology
of the CNF can be seen, exhibiting a typical SE contrast of
SEM, as shown in Fig. 2a. Also, a small Ni catalyst particle
embedded in the CNF is visible as a bright spot, as indicated
by arrows. At =80°, this bright Ni particle disappears Fig.
3e, and as  increases over 85°, the surface detail of the
CNF also disappears but the internal density profile becomes
visible Figs. 3f, 3g, and 3i just like the STEM image
shown in Fig. 2b. The dense graphite part in the CNF ap-
pears darker than other low-density regions, and thus reveal-
ing the bright-field STEM contrast. Also, the embedded Ni
particle becomes darker, and it shows that the observed con-
trast correlates with the transmission probability of the elec-
tron beam as expected in bright-field STEM contrast. This
result is nontrivial because as long as 90°, the substrate
impedes the electrons transmitted through the CNF; thus a
STEM image cannot be obtained even with the STEM detec-
tor below the sample, as shown in Fig. 1b. It should also be
noted that it is not useful to use the beam parallel to the
substrate =90°  to detect the transmitted electrons using
the STEM detector, as in Fig. 1b. This is because both the
incident and transmitted electrons are interrupted by other
CNFs placed in front of or behind the nanofiber of interest,
thus making transmission imaging difficult. Using this tech-
nique, we can study the density profile of the graphitic layers
comprising the CNF, which is essential to understand the
electron transport through the CNF. As shown in Fig. 3g,
the internal density profile of the CNF is not uniform along
the fiber axis. We can correlate the internal structure of the
CNF and its relative configuration with the underlying sub-
strate. As shown in Fig. 3g, the midsection of the CNF is
not in contact with the substrate. This is also confirmed by
the observed bright contrast coming from the detached part
of the CNF in Fig. 3a, caused by the SE signal from the
underlying substrate, as discussed in Ref. 30. A STEM image
shown in Fig. 3i exhibits a bend caused by the internal
structural nonuniformity, where a void exists adjacent to a
dense graphite region.
IV. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
To analyze the obtained bright-field STEM contrast, we
employ a Monte Carlo simulation of the SEM image
formation.34 In the Monte Carlo procedure, trajectories of
incident electrons are traced with successive elastic scatter-
ings with a Mott elastic cross section35 and continuous en-
ergy loss due to inelastic processes.36,37 We use the semi-
empirical SE generation model,38,39 where the number of the
SEs generated is proportional to the amount of energy loss of
the incident beam, and the number of the emitted SEs de-
creases along the escape path from the generation point to
the material surface. Although simplified for analytic
calculation,39 the model can provide a more accurate descrip-
tion when employed in the Monte Carlo modeling with the
model parameters such as the SE generation energy and the
SE mean free path carefully chosen to reproduce the experi-
mentally observed SE emission coefficient.34 The choice of
these parameters for the CNF and the Si substrate is dis-
cussed in detail in our previous study.40 We assume that the
angular distribution of SE generation is isotropic there is no
preferred SE propagation direction and the SE emission
from the surface obeys the cosine distribution accordingly,38
dnSEdcos =−sin d, where  is defined as the trans-
verse angle of the SE emission measured from the surface
normal. We also assume that this distribution is independent
of the tilt angle  of the incident beam,38 except for its
magnitude which increases monotonically with .32,38 This
FIG. 3. a–g Tilt angle dependence of SEM images of a CNF on Si
substrate. A small Ni particle is indicated by an arrow. Bright-field STEM
contrast is observed at 85°. Elongated white boxes and x axes corre-
spond to the positions and directions of the line profiles, respectively, shown
in Figs. 4c–4g. h Schematic of the sample and electron beam configu-
ration. i Detailed internal morphology of the CNF shown in g.
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must be valid even at a very large tilt angle of 88° because
the SE generation anisotropy, if any, will not have any cor-
relation with the surface position of the material. This means
that the SE propagation will be independent of the incident
beam direction,41 and we use the cosine distribution for all
the emitting SEs from the material surface. As for the signal
detection, we count the number of captured SEs in obtaining
the signal profile. We approximate the SE trajectory outside
the specimen as a straight line and assume that all the emit-
ted SEs are captured by the detector successfully except for
the SEs that collide with the CNF or substrate. While the SE
detection system we used in the experiment has a wide SE
acceptance window,30 our treatment of all the SE capturing
in the simulation could be an oversimplification. In fact, the
specimen is placed in a magnetic field of the objective lens
that can bend the SE trajectory and reduce the capturing
probability. Our scope is, however, to provide a clear physi-
cal mechanism for why different images are obtained with an
increasing tilt angle , as shown in Fig. 3, and the assump-
tion of perfect SE collection efficiency will not change any
of the essential features there. It is shown below that our
model matches the experimental findings quite well.
The sample geometry is defined as a hollow carbon fiber
on the flat Si substrate, as shown in Fig. 4a. The thickness
of the Si substrate is set at 500 m. Here, the CNF outer
diameter and the inner hollow diameter are assumed to be
200 and 100 nm, respectively. By using the hollow structure,
the signal profile can be easily interpreted, i.e., the center
hollow would appear brighter using bright-field STEM.
In Figs. 4c–4g, the observed line profiles extracted
from Fig. 3 with different tilt angles  are shown. The cor-
responding line positions are surrounded by the elongated
white boxes in Figs. 3a, 3c, and 3e–3g. The x axis for
each profile is also defined at the left end of each figure. The
bright-field STEM contrast observed at =88° Fig. 3g
corresponds to a small hump observed at −50 nmx
50 nm in Fig. 4g, where the void region provides higher
SE intensity.
In Figs. 4h–4l, the calculated total SE profiles with
different tilt angles  are shown with solid lines. Each data
point is obtained by computing 5000 incident electron trajec-
tories using Monte Carlo simulation. The tilt angle  is de-
fined as the angle of the electron beam measured from the
substrate normal, as shown in Fig. 4a. The line scan is
performed along the x axis, which is illustrated in Figs. 4a
and 4b. The origin is set at the center of the CNF and the
positive direction is the arrow direction in Figs. 4a and
4b. Thus the CNF lies between x=−100 nm and x
=100 nm, and the hollow core between x=−50 nm and x
=50 nm. The overall trend of these profiles matches well the
experimental data shown in Figs. 4c–4g. As can be seen
in the figure, the SE profiles do not exhibit an internal hollow
structure when 85°. At 85°, however, the SE profile
shows a clear hump corresponding to the inner hollow struc-
ture at the position between −50 and 50 nm. This means
that the bright-field STEM contrast is obtained with a largely
tilted beam, consistent with Fig. 4g. As a reference, the SE
profiles of a CNF with no inner hollow region solid CNF
and the same outer diameter, as schematically illustrated in
Fig. 4b, are shown with broken lines in Figs. 4h–4l.
While the difference between these two structures in SE pro-
file is negligible at  smaller than 80°, the two profiles ex-
hibit a significant difference in the positions between −50
and 50 nm at 85°, showing that the internal structure is
imaged only when 85° and that the existence of the inner
hollow does contribute to the increase of the detected signal
at this angle. Thus, a crossover of the origin of the SE signal
should take place at around =85°, which confirms our ex-
perimental observation shown in Fig. 3. The excellent match
between the calculation and experimental results supports
our assumption for the calculation of the SE generation and
detection as described above.
While the calculated profiles coincide with the experi-
mental ones, one of the great advantages of the Monte Carlo
modeling is that we can trace the SE emission point of each
captured SE. In order to explore the origin of this image
contrast, we separately count the SE signals from the CNF
and the Si substrate. Since each SE has its generation point
along the incident electron path and also its emission point
on the specimen surface, we can differentiate between the SE
signal originating from the CNF and that from the substrate.
The SE signal profiles from the hollow CNF for various ’s
are shown in Figs. 4m–4q and those from Si substrate in
Figs. 4r–4v with solid lines. The sum of these two pro-
files leads to the total SE profile shown in Figs. 4h–4l.
Each data point is again obtained with 5000 incident elec-
trons. Also, the SE profiles obtained by using the solid CNF
are shown with broken lines. As shown in Figs. 4n–4q,
the SE signal profile from the CNF does not change signifi-
cantly with . On the other hand, the SE profile from the
substrate Figs. 4s–4v changes substantially with in-
creasing . It can be seen that the average SE signal intensity
from the substrate increases with increasing , while that
from the CNF is independent of . This is due to the con-
ventional surface tilt effect of SE signal,32,38 and thus the SE
profile from the substrate dominates the total SE profile at
large . Note that the vertical scales are all different in Figs.
4r–4v. At 80°, profiles show a sharp dip as indicated
by “A” in the figures. The position of the dip corresponds to
the position where the SE emission is suppressed by the CNF
above it. At 85°, besides the sharp dip, another broad dip
appears, indicated by “B,” at the position where the substrate
is masked by the CNF from −100 to +100 nm. Inside this
broad dip, the hollow CNF provides the SE signal increase
corresponding to the hollow region, which provides the
bright-field STEM contrast. By comparing Figs. 4l and
4v, it can be seen that the bright-field STEM contrast
mostly results from the broad dip appearing in the SE profile
from the substrate. We will now explore the origin of this
broad dip as follows.
There are two possible reasons for this broad dip. One is
the decrease of the number of incident electrons into the
substrate due to backscattering from the CNF. The other
mechanism also involves the decrease in the incident elec-
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FIG. 4. a Schematic of hollow CNF on Si substrate. b Schematic of solid CNF on Si substrate. The x axis in the line profile a black arrow and the line
scan direction of the electron beam a white arrow are both defined in a and b. c–g Experimental line profiles of the CNF extracted from Fig. 3.
h–v Monte Carlo simulations of the SE profiles of a hollow CNF on Si substrate solid lines and of a solid CNF on Si substrate broken lines. The outer
diameter is 200 nm for both types of CNFs, and inner diameter of the hollow CNF is 100 nm. In h–l, total SE profiles are shown for various tilt angles .
m–q show SE profiles from the CNF, and r–v represent those from the Si substrate. 5000 incident electrons are used in the Monte Carlo simulation to
obtain each data point.
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trons, but is due to forward scattering of electrons caused by
the CNF. The absence of a broad dip at 80° excludes the
first mechanism, since the backscattering probability from
the cylindrical CNF should be independent of . To examine
the second mechanism in our study, we again employ Monte
Carlo simulation to calculate the angular distribution of the
incident electrons after passing through the CNF with and
without the hollow core. The result is shown in Fig. 5a.
Here, the distribution is calculated using 10 000 incident
electrons. The angle  is defined as the angle of the deflected
incident electron beam, as shown schematically in Fig. 5c.
Solid and broken lines represent the data for the hollow and
solid CNFs, respectively. The figure clearly shows that the
hollow CNF provides a sharper distribution, indicating a
smaller scattering probability. Indeed, the root-mean-square
deflection angles rms are calculated as 5.3° and 7.2° for
the hollow and solid CNFs, respectively. By integrating this
distribution with respect to , we obtain the cumulated num-
ber of electrons inside the half angle  of the beam spread.
The result is plotted in Fig. 5b. Again, solid and broken
lines represent the data for the hollow and solid CNFs, re-
spectively. As can be seen, while both curves converge to the
total number of incident electrons of 10 000 at large , they
drop sharply at small . Thus, only a small fraction of the
total electrons are inside the cone with a half angle of  and
other electrons are scattered outside the cone. When the tilted
beam with the angle of =90°− from the substrate normal
is used, only those electrons which are weakly scattered into
the cone with half angle  can reach the substrate indicated
as 1 in Fig. 5c to produce SEs, and half of the scattered
electrons outside the cone travel away from the substrate
indicated as 2 in Fig. 5c. These heavily scattered elec-
trons by the CNF do not contribute to SE signal from the
substrate, leading to the broad dip B in Figs. 4u and 4v.
The threshold value of  for the STEM contrast 85° is
consistent with the root-mean-square scattering angle of
rms=5.2°. Another important feature is a significant differ-
ence between these two curves in Fig. 5b at small . Since
the number of electrons inside the small cone with a half
angle of  is larger for the hollow CNF than the solid CNF
and the difference becomes more than 10% for 5°, the
number of electrons that reach the substrate is highly sensi-
tive to the internal density of the CNF. From this analysis,
we conclude that the broad dip comes from the forward scat-
tering deflection by the CNF and that the largely tilted beam
is essential for bright-field STEM contrast, because i tilting
the beam increases the SE signal from the substrate and ii
the SE signal from the substrate correlates with the variation
of the angular spread of the incident electrons, which in turn
depends on the internal density profile of the CNF.
Finally, we should also discuss the contrast reversal of the
small Ni particle observed in Fig. 3. Disappearance of the Ni
particle at =80° Fig. 3e shows that the larger SE emis-
sion of Ni observed at smaller  cancels out the dark contrast
from the substrate. At larger , the latter effect becomes
dominant; thus bright-field contrast of the Ni particle can be
seen. The particle is very small 30 nm compared to the
CNF diameter 200 nm, suggesting that the threshold  of
the bright-field STEM contrast for this Ni particle is about
80°, smaller than that of the CNF 85° . Actually, the root-
mean-square deflection angle rms for the Ni particle with a
diameter of 30 nm is calculated as 9.1°, in the same way as
described above. Thus, the threshold of the bright-field
STEM contrast should be around =90°−9.1° 81°, consis-
tent with the experimental observation.
V. CONCLUSION
A transmission imaging technique using conventional
SEM for carbon nanofiber on Si substrate has been pre-
sented. Based on the analysis of the contrast mechanism us-
ing Monte Carlo simulation, the SE signal enhancement from
a highly tilted substrate and its sensitivity to beam spreading
by the CNF reveal the internal density profile of the CNF.
This mechanism is equivalent to bright-field STEM contrast.
This technique provides a very useful STEM imaging
method using conventional SEM for the sample on a bulk
substrate without the use of any destructive sample-thinning
process.
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